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ABSTRACT
This study was designed to test two alternate

hypotheses regarding tht meaning of increased lateral head movements
infants during experiments in which the mothers' voices were

displaced from their faces. One interpretation is that the lateral
looking responses of the infants'axe attributable'io maturational
-effects 'dg the infants' physiological cap94ity to orient toward the'
later l sound stimulus during the displacement condition. Theecond
inte pretation is that violations of the intermodal person schema
ocCured when the infant Was. presented with. displaced face-voice
pairs, which resulted in increased locking, head turning, or'general.
exploration. A sample of 7 one-month-old and 10 four-month-old -

full -tern, home-reared Caucasian infants pf,both sexes'weee tested
individually. Theregaere four general experisiental-conditions; (1)

normal: either mother or adult female stranger presented to the .

infant 'with her voice transmitted through the center speaker; (2)

displademett mother or stranget presented with her voice transmitted-
, through,a side speaker; (3) discrepancy: either mother or stranger
presented with the voice of the other transmitted throught the center
speaker and (4),control; lace or voice of mother or stranger
presented alone. Results were interpreted as supportinva.
differential pattern of responding by infants as early as the first
month of life to violation of the person schema through distortion in
the visual- auditory organization of that schema. (JMB)-
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1
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The development,of the :very 'young infant's ability to process intermodal.

stimuli in a common spatial location'has been studied in severalexperiments.

Aronson and Rosenbloom (1971)-studied integrated audio- visual proqessing

with infants 30.to 55 days old_to explore the hypothesis that'infants per-

dive integrated intermodal stimuli. To test this hypothesis, audio - visual

di4crepancies emanating from a common spatial location, the infant's.emother,
1

were presented. In their prOdedure the mother's voice was displacedfrom

her face. Aronson and Rosenbloom hypothesized th4t-these discrepancies would

0-
distress, agitate, confuse or upset the infants. For the 7 infants tested,

Aronson and Rosenbloom found that infants increased in tonguing or mouthing

_behaviors under the discrepant condition of audio-visual displacement.

In a replication study modifying,selieral of the 4rOnson and Rosenbloom

methodolosical,procedures, McGurk and..ewis (1974) studiedintermodal inte-
,

gratiOn of the person schema developmentally with one =, four-; and seven-

.

month-old,infant. Again the mother's voice was displaced from her face:

'In addition to measuring the infant's-affective responding to audio- visual

displacement of the mother's face and voice (including, nfant vocalizations,
.

. \ -

'smiles/laughs, frowning, fret/crying and tonguing), exploratory behaviors of

_hea d turning were reporded. McGurk and Lewis (1974) did not find a differential

4
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"
';uraing to -the diiection of the mothertsdvoice, and 4 and 7 month-olds

ti-ghifiCantlY increase lateral head movement to the sound of the mother';
",

displaced voice. A simIlii,finding was also reported by Aronson and Rosen-
.

p t
a, a

increase in di-stress responding related to the audio-visual violation, but

did report an increase in lateral head movement during the audio-visual

'displacement conditions: The one-month olds evidenced increased diateral head

bltiom (19,1) .

The common finding of both studie§, that of-increa sed lateral head

.
.and general body movement raises the question of the weaning of

lateral head movement during audio-visual displacement. Such lateral. head

orientation toward_sound is consistent with observation s of the loca.fzing

abilitkes of infants. Evidence of the developing ability of the.infant to

localize to sound has been empirically demonstrated as early as the kiret
f .

three days of life in a study by TurkewitA-, Moreau: Birch and Davis- (1971).-

Thus, one. interpretation Of the head turning resat is that the lateral .,

,looking responses of the infants are attributAble.to maturational effects

of the dev eloping physiological capacityof the infant to orient toward the

iateiel sound atimUlus during the displacement conditidn. 'However, a second

. ,_interpretation of the results is that violations of theinteriodal person

'
. L.

sehAma occurred when the infaat was presented with displaced dace -voice
'!.

.

1,2 , -
:,./

pairs, which resulted in increased looking, head turaing_or general,eicploration.
. -

To tett these competing interpretations, the.present study was- designed

to replicate the McGurk and Lewis .(1974) \studY -as Igen as include additional

-. .

conditions which would violate the infant's audio-visual peon schema but

maintain .the source of'audioririsual stimuli in one Common f ontal location.

9
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To'achieve this we paired the mother's face with a female stranger's voice;

and the female strangeeTface with the mother's voice. This discrepant

variation of voice-face'pairings was developed to insdre that. the intermOdal
. .

. , .
violation of the audio-visual stimuli was based on a learned association from

..
mi.

the infants experience The discrepancy condition of a learned integrated
. .

..
..) ,

pprson schema was achieved by exposing t einfant to a familiar voice with'an

unfamiliar face, and a-familiar face With an unfamiliar voice. Furihet, we
A!,

includeda visual control condition where female face.alone was frontally

presented .to thd infant, and a voice control condition whefe female voice

alone wasronially 'resented Ito the infant. Head movement and positiVe

and negative affective responding were recorded for all cohddtions

Subfects:

/

Seven one-month-old infants (23 to 33 Hays old) and 10 f gonth-old

infants (105to 119 days old) were studied. The sample in luded fal-term,

.

home-reared caucasian infants of both sexes.

,--Ptonedure.:

-

The laboratory arrangements were the, same-as t os reported by McGurk.

and Lewis (1974). A small rOom,'3.5 by 4.6m was ded by'a transparent,

Plexiglas structure which shielded:the sound-1)u provided visualp)ntac
0

.

betWeen the two sides of the room. On the inf side of the -13Kiition, an
f

infant seat was located.on the floorfacing lexiglas.:.Tha seat provided

0.

O

a

, .., .
I ,

support in a semi-3prightpositidn. ,Where tional support was
i
necessary

'tP, .

. - ...

for the younger subjects,0 U- shaped foam cus font,fOr the head atid,A4c and

. \...

9 '-\\ , . -
.-.

4- i
lso,on the was a monophonic,'

.
floor,

.

-V.'.-7 . t . ... '..

a broad body-belt for tie torso wereOeng

Directly in front of the infant se

speaker. There were two additional Modoph nic speakers, One located 101 cm c.
1,.

4.
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'tqpthe left of he infant seat and'one,located the same distance
.

to
,

the right of

the seat. Onthe adult side of the Plexiglas was a small their facing the infant4
.

seat approXimately,125 cm from the seat-, and a hand microphone which was attached

to all three speakers. Each sectionrof the experimental room had a`door'for

accessaccess as well As a ode-way viewing mirror.

In'a second room adjoining the infant section of the,experiental

1 4
room, the -adult participant who Was -no present 'in front of the infant ,could

.observe the infant through a-one-way mirror, though the adult participant

remained, uninformed about the auditory input in*the infant section. There

was a hand microphone in this room connected to the three speakers in tN

infant section.

In a third room, an experimenter manipulated the control keys which

detet-Mined the operative status of the adult microphones and-the speakers

.in the infant section. In this room there was'also a'televisian monitor

and a'secona experitlenter who recorded the infants' responses fromrthe

monitor while remaining uninformed about the 'auditory input in the infant

41

section. The recording camera was mounted abdve the small -adult chait4

lacing the partition and the'itilant in the experimegtal rOom.

.1
' All of the infants were tested individually. Throughout the procedure,

e '

the mother and stranger spokecontinuously from their desi9ated locations.

Both mother and stranger were never aware of-which voice the infant 'was

hearing during the experimittal sequences. The4stimultis voice was tranamitted/-

, 1 , --

through either the center Speaker: 'or the.speak.er to the right of the Want'

seat. rior to the experimental

their voice levels

e

session, the-mother and sttanger adjusted

,

to equalize the sound when transmitted-to the infant section..

0,

O
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There, were, general experimental conditions. Theiormal condition
-

4

,i2T--77
was a presentation of an integrated person schema where te.;/ femaqa-adplt

4W

(mother, female stranger) faced the infant while her voice was transmitted
. .

. .

from the center speaker. The displacement condition s a preseritatIon of a

female adult (mothertsfemale stranger) facing the:'i,r faint with her .voice

I.

transmitted from the right speaker. The discret4nci condition wase presentation
_ .

of either the mother's face with the strangevfemale'voice through the center
, 1 i

m,
f- i

speaker or the other's voice with the stranger's face. epThe fourth condition

consisted of two control procedures: The visual control condition wasa.
<

presentation of the femal *adult (mother,.female stranger) facing the infant

'4
'N\

with, no auditory input while the auditory- control condition was the.transmissiod
.

. ,

.

of a.fe3ale adult- voice, (mohei, female:Itranger) through the center speaker

-,, %

With no adult facing the infant.
'

. . ). le r. ,
,

,

, The order of presentation of these ten stimulus condition was randomized,
..,

. . ...
.

'and 30 seconds each in duration: The ,interrater reliabilities the dependent
.

.

measures were .77 (look forward),:-.98 (look right), ".70 .(look tibign look
,

...
$

, left), .76 (vocalize),- .98 (smile/laugh), .92 (frown), .96.(fret/cry), :and'
.

. ..

.82 for the composite variable of total looks (forwaid, fight, dawn,41eft).

-Results:,
4r.

Similarto.the.fiddingS,of Mcgur, and Lewis (1974), both positive and

negative.affective responding pccrrre n extremely low frequency across

.1, / -;
"

. W' .

all conditions: Vocal. ons occurred in a low frequency (.48)' across all
,

Smile/laugh'was not recorded for any one-month-old infint,'and
- ..*

;
,

occdrack At alow frequency for fbnr month olds (.12). Across conditibns

.-r.....
..

frowning and fret/cry also occurred infrequently, .30 and .43 respectively.
...r

.- ,

,,-,.,

A
F3,

r 05

. o

,
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A comparisoh of the, normal maternal face-voice pairings; and o. i.

"maternal face -voice pairings showed incredred
/
literal headtabveelent under

t, .----,--=

the dfeplaceCCondition although .the differ ince failed to reach. significance.

,;,

Jlowever, for mother-stranger data combined, a significantly greater number'
,

O
f.

a

.4

1.

1,

e of total head turnings occurred'duri ,the displacement xhan'in the normal

' condition (p<'.05 by Wilcoxon'sig4ftest, Siegel,1936).' The failure to

replicate the earlier findings)of the mother alOneldisplacement effect may have
,

.

been due to the smaller number of subjects in the present sample.

Insert Figure 1 about here

The pattern of total

itA.11ustrated in Agure 1

looking.b4tatrior for one-

. A Friedmants-AialYlis

and four- month -olds combined

of, Variance by rank

(Siegel,:1956) indicated an overall significant difference across CopUtions

.

. .

(p ( .05). .There was a general increase in head turning during the violation

,

conditiouS,in relation to the normal condition. ilgreatest amount of total

head movement occurred'intile diScrepancy, and control e6nditions, while

the laWest frequency'occurred during the normal condition.

2.11, comparison of the,dicrepanCy end. normal conditions (Wilcoxon sign.
, , .t i.

: .

test, Siegel, 1956) ofthe one-month-olds for the combined mother -stranger
I

I,.

data

.

iiidCatedinc reased looting'behaviors during tie discrepancy condition
...7

(p < .06). This ,,;Oas also significant for the four-mpnth-olds and the' combined

' age data (p cl. 05 , p < .03; respectivelyr. 4
r..

./ . . --t-...::.-, t,

Wh4e the control conditions were not' initially conceived of,as 'a type

/ : .)
.

. .

. , .

of violation condition, the:results.indicete that the face-alone, voice-alone

.

/1
.

i stlkuli resulted id-an increase in head, movement for'the combined ages (Wilcoxon
/, e

il' .
. . . ,

..._._,,t.,_ /Jsign pest2._p:5095).0.$7.idence-of_tAgjufantlkdifferential respondingtO' '. - .

t
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face - :lone versus normar face -voice pkr4ngs have been"found by other researchers

(Carpenter, 1973) for infants o to tevellp weeks old.

DisCugsion;

'The results of t s study'support'lthe hypothesis of a differential

responding'pattern,Of infants as early as the first month of life to violati.
.

"on
NI/\'

of the person schema through distortion in the Visual-ayditory.organizatio

1 4
of that schema, The mature.of tl infant's response, as measured'in the present

study, is not a stressful affective reaction but rather an exploratory response

of Increase,dlooking behviors to conditionswhich violate the infant's,

expectation of the person schema. Thus, no study has shown negative affect

to violation, although Aronson and Rosenbloom's may have if we hold that

, -

tOnguineconstitutes negative affect, a somewhat less than ftl usible hypothesis.
. . .

O

The results'of our discrepancy condition lead us to believ that increases-,

. _ .

in looking cannot be accounted for by audit ldtalization s suggested

by HuGurk and Lewis (1974), since the face-voice mismatch come from tha'same

'location in spade. Rather we must conclude .that'the increased looking behaviors

reflect an exploratory response by the infant to the violations of an in-

tegrated aUdiq-visual person schema: This may explain the infants' behavior

during the control conditions, which also elicited high exploratory behaviors.

\
While in natural settings infants observe an adult's face without hearing .

"-

vocalizations, or hear an adult's Voice without seeing a face,, the particulart
V

.

experimental conditions of this study may have failed in simulating these-
..,,

naturallroccuring situations. _In the face - alone co4dition the adult was in '

close proximity to the infant, and the adult's lips were moving although' the .,
x

infant heard no auditory input.- In the voice-alone conditiOn, an adult voioe
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. G .

was transmitted from a'speaket'in close proxiMity io; and infront, of the
4

.
. .

infant, although there was no accompanyinadult'figure. Each of thi con- .
-;-- 7 ' ,

"
. A .

ditions may,have somewhat violated. the feant's person schema.
w

c IntersensOr organization has not been considered to exist at birth or
. . - :... -.6 4

soon after, but-rather.developi as the infant acquires higher order schema
. .#,A l I

(Piaget, 1952). The present study along wigh.otherk (Aronson & RosenblooM,-
-.

.

--. q
,

.

'1b71; McGurk & Lewis, 1.974) indicates that thiterpensbry or&niza'tiOn, at least

.4,,...

around personscheme, develops before 4 months ()nage and possibly as early'

1

,
. .

asi. month. Moreover, rectnt data on imitation,; prior to the onset of

J

circular reactions, have been demonstrated (Bowen 1976). These types of

forceresults, may o us to,conclude that rather than building morecomplex

.

- i(
5

.

schema fromsimPle ones, these complex schema may be part of the organism 'S
, v

capacity from the beginning of life.
. :

. .

We cannot say that all intersensory organization develops, as,a general ,

t

_...

case this earlytince there may be ,Vdecala$e between the development of
'mirk%

person schema'and all other sch e.g., person preceding object'schema (Bell, 1970).

Whether reflecting g,generalorganizational skill or a specific one centering'

around person schema, tSe fict that personschema develops so early may be

f
used'to-argne for the impor4ance of social ObjeCts and :caregivers for the.(

f

Gs

develOpmen, f\and organization of cognitive. function, a point receiving increased

attention (Bates, Benigni, Bretherton, Camaiog, & Volterra, 1977; Hurowitz.

4

1977; Lewis'&'Cherry,.1977).

.*

01
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